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Christy Yaden Interior Design of Seattle, WA, Spreads 
Joy on a Daily Basis Through Brilliant, Fresh Designs 
Classic, coastal, and serene interiors is what Christy Yaden 
Interior Design has been providing the people of Seattle, WA, 
since 1998. Whether for a residential or smaller commercial 
project, Christy Yaden offers full-service interior design services 
with the intent to craft beautiful, functional spaces that support 
each client’s lifestyle. Bringing joy to people on a daily basis 
through design is at the heart of Christy Yaden Interior Design.

Christy is no stranger to the art of interior design. Her sister 
and a friend’s mom who was an interior designer were the sparks 
that inspired her to enter the field and attain a Bachelors of 
Interior Architecture at the University of Oregon. After finishing 
her degree, Christy decided to gain hands-on experience by 
moving to Anchorage, AK, to train under a talented woman 
with a small firm who had a vast knowledge of materials and 
furnishings.

Eventually, she decided to move back to the Pacific 
Northwest and take a job at a 400+ person architecture firm in 
downtown Seattle. There she worked in the Nordstrom Studio 

on the remodeling team, designing remodels for stores located 
in Southern California. Next, she moved to a small, high-end 
residential firm in Kirkland, WA, to design incredible, luxurious 
spaces. Then in 1998 she took all her experience and knowledge 
and invested it in her own design firm. With her brilliant, fresh 
designs she has no shortage of clients eager for her expertise.

Christy loves to dive into a project and plan each detail with 

finesse—the layout, finishes, fixtures, and beyond. Immersing 
a space in wonderful, beautiful design is a true joy for her, and 
she wants that joy to be part of the experience she imparts to her 
clients as they progress through a project together.

View the design work of Christy Yaden at
www.christyyaden.com
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